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Long-Term
• Increase national conversations about
UAD
• Increase youth involvement in UAD
prevention
• Increase community mobilization for
UAD prevention
• Increase capacity for prevention
organizers
• Increase use of evidence-based
approaches to UAD prevention
The Organizer Survey—6 month
Follow-up consists of 13 items and
captures information on—
• Where the Communities Talk event
was held;
• Awareness of UAD activities that have
taken place as a result of the event;
• Community mobilization and
collaboration efforts;
• Perception of the importance of UAD
and its consequences to the
community; and
• Increase in youth involvement in
UAD prevention activities in the
community.
SAMHSA supports nationwide
Communities Talk events every other
year. Collecting data on each round of
Communities Talk events, and using
this information to inform policy and
measure impact, supports SAMHSA’s
strategic initiative number 1: Prevention
of substance use and mental illness. A
specific goal under this initiative is to
prevent or reduce the consequences of
UAD and adult problem drinking; a

specific objective is to establish the
prevention of UAD as a priority issue for
states, territories, tribal entities, colleges
and universities, and communities.
SAMHSA will use the information
collected to document the
implementation efforts of this
nationwide initiative, determine if the
federally sponsored Communities Talk
events lead to additional activities
within the community that are aimed at
preventing and reducing UAD, identify
what these activities may possibly
include, and help plan for future rounds
of Communities Talk events. SAMHSA
intends to post online a summary
document of each round of
Communities Talk events and present
findings at national conferences
attended by CBOs that have hosted
these events and might host future
events. Similarly, SAMHSA plans to
share findings with the Interagency
Coordinating Committee on the
Prevention of Underage Drinking.
Agencies within this committee
encourage their grantees to participate
as the event hosts.
Additionally, the information
collected will support performance
measurement for SAMHSA programs
under the Government Performance
Results Act (GPRA).
Data Collection Component
SAMHSA/CSAP will use a web-based
method to collect data through the

Organizer Survey and Organizer
Survey—6 month Follow-up, and a
paper-and-pencil approach to collect
data through the Participant Form. The
web-based application will comply with
the requirements of Section 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act to permit
accessibility to people with disabilities.
Every 2 years, the Organizer Survey
will be completed by an estimated 500
Communities Talk event organizers and
will require only one response per
respondent. It will take an average of 10
minutes (0.167 hours) to review the
instructions and complete the survey.
Similarly, the Organizer Survey—6
month Follow-up will be completed by
an estimated 500 Communities Talk
event organizers and will require only
one response per respondent. It will
take an average of 15 minutes (0.25
hours) to review the instructions and
complete the survey. This burden
estimate is based on comments from
three 2016 Communities Talk event
hosts who reviewed the survey and
provided comments on how long it
would take them to complete it.
The Participant Form will be
completed by an average of 30
participants per sampled communitybased organization (n=400) and will
require only one response per
respondent. It will take an average of 5
minutes (0.083 hours) to review the
instructions and complete the form.

ESTIMATED ANNUALIZED BURDEN TABLE
Number of
respondents
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Form name

Responses per
respondent

Total
responses

Hours per
response

Total hour
burden

Organizer survey ................................................................
Organizer Survey—6 month Follow-up .............................
Participant Form .................................................................

500
500
4,500

1
1
1

500
500
4,500

0.167
0.25
0.083

83.50
125.00
373.50

Total ............................................................................

5,500

..........................

5,500

........................

582.00

Written comments and
recommendations concerning the
proposed information collection should
be sent by February 17, 2017 to the
SAMHSA Desk Officer at the Office of
Information and Regulatory Affairs,
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). To ensure timely receipt of
comments, and to avoid potential delays
in OMB’s receipt and processing of mail
sent through the U.S. Postal Service,
commenters are encouraged to submit
their comments to OMB via email to:
OIRA_Submission@omb.eop.gov.
Although commenters are encouraged to
send their comments via email,
commenters may also fax their
comments to: 202–395–7285.
Commenters may also mail them to:
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Office of Management and Budget,
Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs, New Executive Office Building,
Room 10102, Washington, DC 20503.
Summer King,
Statistician.

U.S. Citizenship and Immigration
Services
[OMB Control Number 1615–0037]
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DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND
SECURITY

Agency Information Collection
Activities: Refugee/Asylee Relative
Petition, Form I–730; Extension,
Without Change, of a Currently
Approved Collection
U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services, Department of
Homeland Security.
ACTION: 60-day notice.
AGENCY:

The Department of Homeland
Security (DHS), U.S. Citizenship and
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Immigration (USCIS) invites the general
public and other Federal agencies to
comment upon this proposed extension
of a currently approved collection of
information. In accordance with the
Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) of
1995, the information collection notice
is published in the Federal Register to
obtain comments regarding the nature of
the information collection, the
categories of respondents, the estimated
burden (i.e. the time, effort, and
resources used by the respondents to
respond), the estimated cost to the
respondent, and the actual information
collection instruments. DATES:
Comments are encouraged and will be
accepted for 60 days until March 20,
2017.
ADDRESSES: All submissions received
must include the OMB Control Number
1615–0037 in the body of the letter, the
agency name and Docket ID USCIS–
2007–0030. To avoid duplicate
submissions, please use only one of the
following methods to submit comments:
(1) Online. Submit comments via the
Federal eRulemaking Portal Web site at
http://www.regulations.gov under eDocket ID number USCIS–2007–0030;
(2) Mail. Submit written comments to
DHS, USCIS, Office of Policy and
Strategy, Chief, Regulatory Coordination
Division, 20 Massachusetts Avenue
NW., Washington, DC 20529–2140.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
USCIS, Office of Policy and Strategy,
Regulatory Coordination Division,
Samantha Deshommes, Chief, 20
Massachusetts Avenue NW.,
Washington, DC 20529–2140, telephone
number 202–272–8377 (This is not a
toll-free number. Comments are not
accepted via telephone message). Please
note contact information provided here
is solely for questions regarding this
notice. It is not for individual case
status inquiries. Applicants seeking
information about the status of their
individual cases can check Case Status
Online, available at the USCIS Web site
at http://www.uscis.gov, or call the
USCIS National Customer Service
Center at 800–375–5283 (TTY 800–767–
1833).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
Comments
You may access the information
collection instrument with instructions,
or additional information by visiting the
Federal eRulemaking Portal site at:
http://www.regulations.gov and enter
USCIS–2007–0030 in the search box.
Regardless of the method used for
submitting comments or material, all
submissions will be posted, without
change, to the Federal eRulemaking
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Portal at http://www.regulations.gov,
and will include any personal
information you provide. Therefore,
submitting this information makes it
public. You may wish to consider
limiting the amount of personal
information that you provide in any
voluntary submission you make to DHS.
DHS may withhold information
provided in comments from public
viewing that it determines may impact
the privacy of an individual or is
offensive. For additional information,
please read the Privacy Act notice that
is available via the link in the footer of
http://www.regulations.gov.
Written comments and suggestions
from the public and affected agencies
should address one or more of the
following four points:
(1) Evaluate whether the proposed
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions of the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility;
(2) Evaluate the accuracy of the
agency’s estimate of the burden of the
proposed collection of information,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used;
(3) Enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the information to be
collected; and
(4) Minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including through the
use of appropriate automated,
electronic, mechanical, or other
technological collection techniques or
other forms of information technology,
e.g., permitting electronic submission of
responses.
Overview of This Information
Collection
(1) Type of Information Collection:
Extension, Without Change, of a
Currently Approved Collection.
(2) Title of the Form/Collection:
Refugee/Asylee Relative Petition.
(3) Agency form number, if any, and
the applicable component of the DHS
sponsoring the collection: I–730; USCIS.
(4) Affected public who will be asked
or required to respond, as well as a brief
abstract: Primary: Individuals or
households. Form I–730 is used by a
refugee or asylee to file on behalf of his
or her spouse and/or children for
follow-to-join benefits provided that the
relationship to the refugee/asylee
existed prior to their admission to the
United States.
(5) An estimate of the total number of
respondents and the amount of time
estimated for an average respondent to
respond: The estimated total number of
respondents for the information
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collection I–730 is 6,039 and the
estimated hour burden per response is
.667 hours.
(6) An estimate of the total public
burden (in hours) associated with the
collection: The total estimated annual
hour burden associated with this
collection is 4,028 hours.
(7) An estimate of the total public
burden (in cost) associated with the
collection: The estimated total annual
cost burden associated with this
collection of information is 739,778.
Dated: January 12, 2017.
Samantha Deshommes,
Chief, Regulatory Coordination Division,
Office of Policy and Strategy, U.S. Citizenship
and Immigration Services, Department of
Homeland Security.
[FR Doc. 2017–01051 Filed 1–17–17; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 9111–97–P

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
[Docket No. FR–6012–N–01]

Allocations, Common Application,
Waivers, and Alternative Requirements
for Community Development Block
Grant Disaster Recovery Grantees
Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Community Planning and
Development, HUD.
ACTION: Notice.
AGENCY:

This notice allocates
$1,805,976,000 in Community
Development Block Grant disaster
recovery (CDBG–DR) funds
appropriated by the Further Continuing
and Security Assistance Appropriations
Act, 2017 for the purpose of assisting
long-term recovery in Florida,
Louisiana, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Texas, and West Virginia. This
allocation of CDBG–DR supplements
funds appropriated by the Continuing
Appropriation Act, 2017. It provided
$500 million in CDBG–DR funding that
has been allocated to Louisiana, Texas,
and West Virginia in response to
qualifying disasters. In HUD’s Federal
Register notice published on November
21, 2016, at 81 FR 83254 (the Prior
Notice), HUD described that allocation
and applicable waivers and alternative
requirements, relevant statutory and
regulatory requirements, the grant
award process, criteria for action plan
approval, and eligible disaster recovery
activities. Grantees receiving an
allocation of funds under this notice are
subject to the requirements of the Prior
Notice, including provisions of the Prior
Notice amended herein.
DATES: Effective Date: January 23, 2017.
SUMMARY:
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